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a b s t r a c t
State and runtime-aware scheduling is one of the problems that is hard to resolve in elastic big
data stream computing systems, as the state of each vertex is different, and the arrival rate of data
streams fluctuates over time. A state and runtime-aware scheduling framework should be able to
dynamically adapt to the fluctuation of the arrival rate of data streams and be aware of vertex
states and resource availability. Currently, there is an increasing number of research work focusing
on application scheduling in stream computing systems, however, this problem is still far from
being completely solved. In this paper, we focus on the state of vertex in applications and the
runtime feature of resources in a data center, and propose a state and runtime-aware scheduling
framework (Sra-Stream) for elastic streaming computing systems, which incorporates the following
features: (1) Profiling mathematical relationships between the system response time and the arrival
rate of data streams, and identifying relevant resource constraints to meet the low response time
and high throughput objectives. (2) Classifying vertex into stateless vertex or stateful vertex from a
quantitative perspective, and achieving vertex parallelization by considering the state of the vertex.
(3) Demonstrating a proposed stream application scheduling scheme consisting of a modified first-fit
based runtime-aware data tuple scheduling strategy at the initial stage, and a maximum latencysensitive based runtime-aware data stream scheduling strategy at the online stage, by considering
the current scheduling status of the application. (4) Evaluating the achievement levels of low response
time and high throughput objectives in a real-world elastic stream computing system. Experimental
results conclusively demonstrate that the proposed Sra-Stream provides significant performance
improvements on achieving the low system response time and high system throughput.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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In Big Data Era, an increasing number of application scenarios
rely heavily on real-time processing of high-volume continuous
data streams, such as social networks, telecommunications, emergency response, fraud detection, system monitoring, smart cities,
etc. [1]. In real time computing environments, data streams must
be immediately processed to get timely results. To respond to this
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need, big data stream computing systems can be employed to
process heterogeneous, real-time, fast, fluctuating over time, and
unbounded data streams in a distributed, scalable, and reliable
computing manner. A new generation of big data stream computing system has been developed and deployed. Notable examples
include Storm [2], Spark Streaming [3], Flink [4], and Samza [5].
Storm, one of the most popular open source big data stream
computing systems, has been widely used in many well-known
companies and organizations [6,7], such as Twitter, Alibaba, etc.
Storm provides an on-the-fly computing paradigm, where data
is directly processed by a running topology in memory without
the need for storage. It can reduce the response time to a range
of milliseconds or sub-seconds, overcoming the problem of long
response times (which may vary from minutes to weeks) faced
by many big data batch computing systems, such as Hadoop [8],
which adopts a store-then-process computing paradigm.
Stream applications are commonly modeled as a set of subtasks interconnected via data dependencies described by a corresponding DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). Vertices in a DAG represent sub-tasks as well as computations, and edges in a DAG
represent data dependencies as well as communications between
those vertices. Each DAG is submitted to a big data stream computing platform and scheduled to run on one or more computing
nodes. Take Storm as an example, once a DAG is running in
Storm system, its execution is continuous unless explicitly killed
by the administrator. The goal of a stream scheduling strategy
is typically related to scheduling inter-dependent sub-tasks onto
currently available computing nodes so that a DAG can complete
its execution within specified constraints, such as throughput and
response time. It is beneficial if some vertices of the running DAG
be rescheduled online according to the fluctuating arrival rate of
streams and available computing resources.
Low system response time and high system throughput are
two critical performance requirements for a stream computing
system [9]. It is necessary to take advantage of distributed data
centers and their multiple instances to achieve high throughputs,
as well as using runtime scheduling to lower response time.
Application scheduling is the key to achieve these goals, which
focuses on scheduling tasks to computing nodes in a way that
a set of objective constraints are satisfied. Application scheduling problem is also one of the most thought-provoking NP-hard
problems in general cases [10]. Data streams arrive in real time
and should be processed immediately. More importantly, a data
stream is composed of continuous, ordered, unbounded stream
of data tuples and its volume can fluctuate over time. An elastic
stream computing system always needs elastic adjustment of
computing resources and vertex parallelism. All of these requirements make the application scheduling problem important and
challenging.
The arrival rate of a data stream fluctuates over time in an
unpredictable manner. To effectively utilize resources and meet
user’s specified SLA (Service Level Agreement) constraints such
as response time, a fundamental solution is to propose an elastic adaptive scheduling strategy to allow for stream application
adaptation with regard to the data stream fluctuations. There is
an increasing number of research work [11,12] focusing on elastic
strategies in stream computing systems. An elastic steam computing system can be achieved by dynamically adjusting instance
parallelism of vertex to enable dynamical adaptation to changing arrival rates of data streams. [13] proposed a system called
Elastic-PPQ to process spatial preference queries over dynamic
data streams. [14] and [15] focus on elasticity in data stream
processing systems. The authors used Model Predictive Control to
predict the system behavior and a set of energy-aware proactive
strategies were employed to make a better adjustment decision.
However, elastic scheduling strategy does not always work. Once
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an application is submitted to a computing system, it will keep
running until being explicitly terminated. Therefore, an inappropriate scheduling strategy will cause the system imbalance for a
long time, which is not acceptable in steam computing environments. There are also some works [11] [16] on static scheduling.
Storm is a popular big data stream computing platform with large
communities in both academia and industry. It adopts a static application model, which includes a static definition of the number
of instances for each vertex, and a deployment of a DAG on a
fixed number of computing nodes. However, the static strategies
either require permanent peak-load resource provision to remain
low latency in face of varying and busty data streams, which
may cause poor resource utilization, or are unable to handle the
unexpected fluctuation [17].
In this paper, we investigate a state and runtime-aware
scheduling strategy for handling fluctuating and continuous data
streams. The scheduling strategy is built into an elastic steam
computing system, which minimizes system response time and
maximizes system throughput. In order to mitigate the system imbalance in the scheduling process, we also provide a
lightweight scheduling strategy in the online scheduling process.
The state and runtime-aware scheduling strategy should be able
to determine when and how the running vertices of a DAG should
be re-scheduled according to the fluctuating arrival rate of data
streams. To achieve this goal, we need to know the state of each
vertex in each DAG, obtain a clear picture of the changing status
of data streams and system resources, and at runtime reschedule
critical vertices of the DAG to provide a lightweight and effective
scheduling strategy.
A. Key contributions
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
(1) Profile mathematical relationships between the system
response time and the arrival rate of data streams, and indicate
resource constraints to meet the low response time and high
throughput objectives for common stream computing environments.
(2) Classify vertex into stateless vertex or stateful vertex from
a quantitative perspective, and achieve vertex parallelization by
considering the state of the vertex.
(3) Schedule a stream application with a modified first-fit
based runtime-aware data tuple scheduling strategy at the initial
stage, and reschedule the application with a maximum latencysensitive based runtime-aware data stream scheduling strategy at
the online stage, by considering the current scheduling status of
the application.
(4) Evaluate achievement levels of low response time and high
throughput objectives in a real-world elastic stream computing
system.
(5) Implement a prototype and evaluate the performance of
the proposed Sra-Stream, which is capable of balancing between
the low system response time and the high system throughput
objectives efficiently and effectively.
B. Paper organization
The rest the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the
background of stream computing system in Section 2, covering the logical graph, instance graph, and scheduling scheme of
TOP_N in Apache Storm. Section 3 formalizes the data stream, application DAG model, and DAG makespan from a quantitative perspective in elastic stream computing systems. Section 4 presents a
DAG scheduling model from a theoretical point of view. Section 5
focuses on the system architecture, vertex state, vertex parallelization, initial DAG scheduling, and online DAG rescheduling
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Fig. 2. Logical graph of TOP_N in Storm.
Fig. 1. Source code of TOP_N in Storm.

with runtime-awareness in the proposed Sra-Stream framework.
Section 6 provides detailed information regarding the experimental environment, parameter setup and the performance evaluation of Sra-Stream. Section 7 reviews the related work on
state management of stream computing system, runtime-aware
scheduling in distributed systems, and application scheduling on
Storm platform. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in
Section 8.
2. Background
Storm is a popular big data stream computing platform both
in academia and industry. On Storm platform, an application can
be described by a DAG, which is also called a topology. There
are two types of vertices in a DAG: spout vertex and bolt vertex.
Spout vertex is a vertex of data source, and it sends data tuples
(a data tuple is a key–value pair) to bolt vertices continuously. A
bolt vertex is a vertex to process data tuples in the custom way
implemented by users. There are two types of bolts: stateless bolt
and stateful bolt. In a stateless bolt, bolt result is only related to an
input data tuple, however, in a stateful bolt, bolt result is always
related to a set of input data tuples. Both instance numbers of
spout and bolt vertex can be set by user to increase parallelism.
The DAG of an application can be further divided into two
types: logic graph in function, and instance graph in runtime. As
shown in Fig. 1, the source code snippet is the main part of a
streaming application on the Storm platform to achieve TOP_N
computing function [18], which finds the most popular words
from the input data streams over a period of time.
In Storm, a data stream is abstracted as a series of data tuples,
with each data tuple being processed by a corresponding vertex,
and transferred to a downstream vertex. There are eight data
tuples partition strategies [18] provided by Storm to transfer
data tuples from upstream vertex to downstream vertex, and
to partition them among multiple instances of the downstream
vertex. These strategies include shuffle grouping strategy, fields
grouping strategy, partial key grouping strategy, all grouping
strategy, global grouping strategy, none grouping strategy, direct
grouping strategy, and local or shuffle grouping strategy. A custom stream grouping can also be employed by implementing the
CustomStreamGrouping interface.
The logic graph of TOP_N is a linear pipeline (as shown
in Fig. 2), where each vertex only has one upstream and one
downstream vertex, f represents the fieldsGrouping strategy that
transfers tuples from upstream vertex to downstream vertex, and
g represents the globalGrouping strategy.
An instance graph of TOP_N is a precedence constraint based
directed acyclic graph (as shown in Fig. 3), where vertex va is
mapped into one parallel instance, vertex vb is mapped into
four parallel instances, and vertex vc is mapped into one parallel
instance. In Storm, the number of instances of each vertex can be
set by the user.
A scheduling scheme [19] for instance graph of TOP_N is
shown in Fig. 4. The data stream graph is submitted to Nimbus,

Fig. 3. Instance graph of TOP_N in Storm.

Fig. 4. A scheduling scheme for instance graph of TOP_N in Storm.

to be executed in a Storm cluster. A Nimbus in the cluster is
used to receive and manage the topology of the running data
stream graph. One or more Supervisors in the cluster are used to
coordinate work nodes, to monitor states of tasks in the topology,
and to inform state changes to Nimbus. One or multiple tasks
(in executor) are running on each work node. Zookeeper [20]
is a centralized service for maintaining configuration information, as well as providing distributed synchronization and group
services. There could be one or more Zookeepers in the cluster
to manage states for Supervisors and Nimbus, such as storing
heartbeat states. Nimbus can monitor and coordinate the work
of Supervisors and Nimbus, quickly restarting any failed workers
in Supervisor. Zookeepers can also be used to submit and monitor
stream applications. Supervisors and Nimbus are stateless, and
Zookeepers is stateful. To avoid a single point of failure, a copy
of Zookeeper is necessary.
Precedence-constraint based directed acyclic graph scheduling
is a process of mapping inter-dependent sub-tasks onto available computing nodes so that an application can complete its
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execution within user’s specified SLA (Service Level Agreement)
constraints such as deadline. In Storm, the available resources
of a computing node are called ‘‘Slots’’. When an application
is submitted to Storm system, the scheduling strategy schedules the vertices of the instance DAG to free slots in computing
nodes within the user’s specified SLA. However, finding an optimal scheduling for precedence-constraint based directed acyclic
graph has been studied for years, which is proved to be NPhard [21]. Heuristics can be used to obtain a sub-optimal scheduling rather than parsing all the possible schedules [22].
The scheduling strategy of instance DAG plays a key role in improving system performance. In Storm 1.1.0, there are four kinds
of built-in schedulers, which are namely DefaultScheduler, IsolationScheduler, MultitenantScheduler, and ResourceAwareScheduler. DefaultScheduler tries to schedule an instance DAG to all
computing nodes with a round-robin strategy. IsolationScheduler
supports setting custom priorities on the computing nodes to
achieve isolation of resource usages among instance DAGs and
to avoid competition. MultitenantScheduler tries to schedule instance DAGs to the computing nodes in a multiple tenant model.
ResourceAwareScheduler considers both the available memory
and CPU of a computing node in a cluster, with rack awareness
being considered in the scheduling process. However, these existing schedulers cannot adaptively adjust a running instance DAG.
State and runtime-aware factors are not considered. A state and
runtime-aware adaptive scheduling strategy is needed to bridge
this gap.
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Fig. 5. Sliding window for a data stream.

Fig. 6. A logical DAG of a stream application.

B. Application DAG model
3. Overview of data stream computing
In this section, we formalize data stream, application DAG
model, and DAG makespan from a quantitative perspective in
elastic stream computing systems.
A. Data stream
A data stream S is a continuous, unbounded, bursty, and
fluctuating-over-time sequence of data tuples, S = {(K1 , V1 , ts1 ) ,
(K2 , V2 , ts2 ) , . . . , (Ki , Vi , tsi ) , . . .}. For the ith data tuple dti =
(Ki , Vi , tsi ), Ki , Vi , and tsi represent the key, value, timestamp of
the ith data tuple, respectively. For a data stream S, each data
tuple is a key–value pair. The data size of each data tuple is
different and independent of each other. All those data tuples are
relatively ordered by timestamp.
Each vertex can set a dedicated sliding window [23], which
is used to temporary storage the most recent data tuples if the
relevant vertex is processing another data tuple. Usually, a sliding
window can reduce the loss rate of data tuples and improve
the system throughput of a data stream in distributed stream
computing systems. As shown in Fig. 5, a sliding window with
the length of lsw is employed. At ti , the sliding window is empty,
and no data tuple is stored in it; At tj , some data tuples are stored
in the sliding window, but there is still some available space that
can be used to store the newly arrived data tuples. However, at
tk , the sliding window is full of data tuples, and there is no space
available. In this situation, we need to selectively discard some of
the data tuples. We can discard the data tuples from the existing
tuple set that is stored in the corresponding sliding window, or
discard the data tuples from the latest incoming tuples. For the
sake of simplicity, we directly discard the latest incoming data
tuples. Therefore, if a new data tuple arrived at tk , it would be
discarded directly.
Each vertex should employ a sliding window to store the most
recent data tuples. For stateless nodes, sliding windows can be
used to store the newly arrived tuples that are not yet ready for
processing. For stateful nodes, the sliding window can be further
used to maintain a part of the processed tuples to complete the
dependency calculation of neighboring tuple states.

The logic of each stream application in stream computing
system is usually described by a Directed Acyclic Graph [24],
which is composed of a vertex set and a directed edge set. Such a
logical DAG can be denoted as DAG = (V (DAG) , E (DAG)), where
V
{ (DAG) = {v1 , v2 , . .}. , vn } is a finite set of n vertices. E (DAG) =
e1,2 , e1,3 , . . . , en−i,n , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} is a finite set of directed
edges. The weight associated with a vertex or an edge represents
its computation cost or communication cost, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 6, the logical DAG consists of 6 vertices, and
7 edges. V (DAG) = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 }, E (DAG) = {e1,2 , e1,3 ,
e1,4 , e2,6 , e3,5 , e4,5 , e5,6 }. For vertex v2 , input data stream Iv 2 comes
from edge e1,2 , output data stream Ov 2 is placed on edge e2,6 ,
function of vertex v2 is Fv 2 , which is used to process output data
stream Ov 2 .
Assuming vertex vi is running on computing node cnj with
available resources Rcnj , weight wvi of vertex vi is determined by
Fvi and available resources Rcnj on computing node cnj , which can
be described by (1).

)
(
wvi = fvi Fvi , Rcnj .

(1)

For edge ei,k , it transfers output data stream Ovi from vertex vi to
vk . Weight wei,k of edge ei,k is determined by Ovi and the network
link Iei,k between vertex vi and vk , which can be described by (2).

)
(
wei,k = fei,k Ovi , lei,k .

(2)

An application starts running when its logical DAG is submitted
to the data center, in which the corresponding instances for each
vertex in the instance DAG are created. Some vertices the instance
DAG may have more than one instances. As shown in Fig. 7,
instance number of vertex v2 is 3, including v2,1 , v2,2 , and v2,3 .
Instance number of vertex v5 is 2, including v5,1 and v5,2 . Instance
number of vertex v1 is 1, which is v1,1 .
Functions of all instances of a vertex are the same, and they
are always scheduled for different computing nodes. For example,
{ vertex vi is }composed of n instances at t1 , that is vi =
vi,1 , vi,2 , . . . , vi,n . The input data stream ISvi and the output data
stream OSvi are the sum of input data stream and output data
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Fig. 8. Makespan of an instance DAG at different time.

Makespan MDAG of an instance DAG for all n data tuples during
[ts , te ] is the average makespan of the instance DAG for all n data
tuples, which can be calculated by (6).

Fig. 7. Instance number of vertex in an instance DAG.

stream of all n instances of vi , which can be calculated by (3) and
(4), respectively.

⎧
n
∑
⎪
⎪
⎪
[0
IS
=
ω
·
IS
,
ω
∈
,
1]
,
ωi,k = 1,
⎪ vi,k
i,k
vi
i ,k
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ISvi =

n
∑

k=1

ISvi,k

n
∑
(
)
=
ωi,k · ISvi ,

k=1

(3)

n

k=1

(4)

∑
∑(
⎪
)
⎪
⎪
OSvi,k =
wi,k · OSvi ,
⎪
⎩OSvi =
k=1

k=1

where OSvi,k and wi,k are the output data stream and the weight of
the kth instance of vi , respectively. Weight wi,k of the kth instance
of vi is determined by the particular tuple partition strategy from
vertex vi to downstream vertex vd .
C. DAG makespan
Makespan [25] MDAG of an instance DAG is the average elapsed
time required to process each data tuple in [ts , te ] on the instance
DAG, where ts is the time that a data tuple enters the instance
DAG, and te is the time that a data tuple leaves the instance
DAG. All of these time measurements are obtained through the
monitoring module. As shown in Fig. 8. For the ith data tuple dti ,
the makespan MDAG (i) of the instance DAG for the ith data tuple
dti is the total elapsed time required to execute the ith data tuple
dti on the instance DAG, which can be calculated by (5).
MDAG (i) = tei − tsi ,

(5)

where tsi and tei are the start time and end time of the instance
DAG to process the ith data tuple dti , respectively.
As the processing time of each data tuple is not the same, the
makespan of each data tuple in an instance DAG is different. Even
if the processing time of some tuples is the same, the makespan of
each data tuple may also be dynamically affected by other factors,
such as available computing nodes in data center, arrival rate of
a data stream at a time.

1
n

n
∑

MDAG (i)

i=1
n
1
n

(6)

∑

(tei − tsi ) .

i=1

The makespan Msys of all m instance DAGs in a distributed
stream computing system during [ts , te ] can be calculated by (7).

k=1

⎧
n
∑
⎪
⎪
⎪
[0
,
w
∈
,
1]
,
wi,k = 1,
=
w
·
OS
OS
⎪
i
,
k
i
,
k
v
v
i
⎨ i ,k

=
=

where ISvi,k and ωi,k are the input data stream and the weight of
the kth instance of vi , respectively. Weight ωi,k of the kth instance
of vi is determined by tuples partition strategies from upstream
vertex to vertex vi .

n

MDAG

Msys =

=

m
1 ∑

m

m
1 ∑

m

MDAGk

k=1

k=1

(

nk
1 ∑

nk

)

(7)

MDAG (i) ,

i=1

where nk is the number of data tuples of the kth instance DAG in
[ts , te ].
Makespan Msys is one of the key factors to evaluate the performance of a distributed stream computing system.
4. Scheduling model
In a data center,the resources on one computing node cn can
be measured in different dimensions, including CPU, Memory,
and I/O, etc. [26]. In this paper, we consider CPU and memory
resources.
For an instance vi,j of a vertex vi running on computing node
cnk , the CPU consumption Cvi,j can be calculated by (8).
Cvi,j = cvi,j ,p + cvi,j ,it · αvi,j ,vi,j−pre + cvi,j ,ot · βvi,j ,vi,j−suc ,

(8)

where cvi,j ,p , cvi,j ,it , and cvi,j ,ot denote the CPU consumption of
processing, input, and output of a data tuple, respectively. The
parameter αvi,j ,vi,j−pre and βvi,j ,vi,j−suc can be calculated by (9) and
(10), respectively.
0,
if vi,j and vi,j−pre are run on cnk ,
⎩1, otherwise,
⎧
⎨
0,
if vi,j and vi,j−suc are run on cnk ,
=
⎩1, otherwise,

αvi,j ,vi,j−pre =

βvi,j ,vi,j−suc

⎧
⎨

(9)

(10)

where vi,j−pre is the direct predecessor node of vi,j , and vi,j−suc is
the direct successor node vi,j .
(
)
At time t, a computing node cnk with ncnk ncnk ≥ 0 instances,
is denoted as Vcnk ,t , with each instance needs to process at most
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one tuple at a time. Therefore, the CPU consumption Ccnk ,t of all
nk instances at time t can be calculated by (11).

∑ (

Cvij · xvij ,t ,

Ccnk ,t =

)

(11)

vij ∈Vcnk ,t

where parameter xvi,j ,t can be calculated by (12).
xvi,j ,t =

⎧
⎨

1,
⎩0,

one tuple is being processed on vi,j at t ,

(12)

otherwise,

To keep the CPU resources of computing node cnk in a serviceable state, CPU consumption Ccnk ,t must be less than the total
available CPU resources Ccnk ,tal of computing node cnk at time t.
It can be described by (13).
Ccnk ,t ≤ δmax(CPU ) · Ccnk ,tal , δmax(CPU ) ∈ (0, 1] ,

(13)

where δmax(CPU ) is an upper limit adjustment parameter for CPU
resources. The larger the adjustment parameter δmax(CPU ) is, the
less the CPU resources will be reserved without allocation.
To avoid continuous inefficient utilization of CPU resources of
computing node cnk , CPU consumption Ccnk ,t at time t should be
greater than the total CPU resources Ccnk ,tal of computing node
cnk . It can be described by (14).

⎧
⎨

Ccnk ,t ≥ δmin(CPU ) · Ccnk ,tal , ∈ (0, 1] ,

⎩δ

min(CPU )

(14)

< δmax(CPU ) ,

where δmin(CPU ) is a lower limit adjustment parameter for CPU
resources.
If Ccnk ,t < δmin(CPU ) · Ccnk ,tal , all those nk instances running on
computing node cnk should be rescheduled, and computing node
cnk will be shut down.
The available CPU resources Ccnk ,av at of computing node cnk at
time t can be calculated by (15).
Ccnk ,av at = δmax(CPU ) · Ccnk ,tal − Ccnk ,t ,

(15)

The maximum available CPU resources is Ccnk ,av at = δmax(CPU ) ·
Ccnk ,tal . In this situation, Ccnk ,t = 0, and there are no task instances
running on cnk at time t. The minimum available CPU resources
is Ccnk ,av at = 0, which is δmax(CPU ) · Ccnk ,tal = Ccnk ,t , and there are
no more task instances that can be allocated on cnk at time t. If
and only if Ccnk ,av at > 0, new instances can be allocated on cnk at
time t.
Similarly, available resources measured in other resource dimensions on computing node cnk at time t also need to meet similarly constraints, which includes memory consumption Memcnk ,t .
It should be less than the total memory resource Memcnk ,tal .
δmax(M ) is an upper limit adjustment parameter for memory resources, and δmin(M ) is a lower limit adjustment parameter for
memory resources. The available memory resources Memcnk ,av at
should meet the following constraint: 0 ≤ Memcnk ,av at ≤ δmax(M ) ·
Memcnk ,tal .
{
}
Let DC = cn1 , cn2 , . . . , cnncn { be a data center
} composed of
ncn computing nodes, and U = u1 , u2 , . . . , umu be a user set
composed of mu users. The DAG scheduling problem of all mu
instance DAGs in the data center can be formalized as follows:
min Msys

(16)

subject to
ncn mu
∑
∑

∑

∑

l=0 k=0 vi (k)∈DAGk vi,j (k)∈vi (k)

xl,k,i,j = 1,

(17)

Fig. 9. Sra-Stream architecture.

}
{
∀cnk ∈ cn1 , cn2 , . . . , cnncn ,
0 ≤ Ccnk ,av at ≤ δmax(CPU ) · Ccnk ,tal ,

(18)

δmin(CPU ) · Ccnk ,tal ≤ Ccnk ,t ≤ δmax(CPU ) · Ccnk ,tal ,

(19)

0 ≤ Memcnk ,av at ≤ δmax(M ) · Memcnk ,tal ,

(20)

δmin(M ) · Memcnk ,tal ≤ Memcnk ,t ≤ δmax(M ) · Memcnk ,tal .

(21)

If an instance vi,j (k) of a vertex vi (k) in the kth instance DAGk
running on computing node cnl , then xl,k,i,j = 1, otherwise,
xl,k,i,j = 0.
5. Sra-Stream overview
Based on the above theoretical analysis, we have proposed
and developed Sra-Stream, a state and runtime-aware scheduling framework. To provide an overview of the framework, in
this section, we discuss its overall structure, including system
architecture, vertex state, vertex parallelization, initial stage DAG
scheduling, and online stage DAG rescheduling with runtime
awareness.
A. System architecture
The system architecture of Sra-Stream is composed of four
spaces, which are scheduling space, instance graph space, logical
graph space, and application space, as shown in Fig. 9.
In the scheduling space, a data center DC consists of n computing nodes. Some computing nodes have some instances of
vertex assigned to them according to a designated scheduling
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B. Vertex state

Fig. 10. Sra-Stream topology.

strategy. Resources on each computing node should be utilized
in an efficient way without affecting node serviceability. Meanwhile, continuously inefficient utilization should be avoided. In
this case, the instances running on one computing node will
have to be rescheduled to other available computing nodes, and
the current computing node will be shut down. On Storm platform, the scheduling strategy can be employed by implementing
the IScheduler interface [5] in order to achieve runtime-aware
scheduling objectives. The CPU and memory consumption of the
computing nodes are obtained through the monitoring module,
which provides the basis for subsequent optimization.
In the instance graph space, one or many instances of an
instance DAG are created according to the function of the vertex,
the available resources of the computing node, the number of
running vertex, and the throughput of data tuples. The number of
instances for each vertex is also dynamically adjusted as needed.
In the logical graph space, one or many logical DAGs are
created according to the function of the user’s application. The
function of each application is described by a logical DAG, which
has a specific structure and function, consisting of a vertex set
and an edge set.
In the user space, each user can design and submit applications
to Storm platform according to their needs. Once an application is
submitted, it will run forever unless being terminated manually
or interrupted due to failure.
As shown in Fig. 10, the topology of Sra-Stream system consists of a Nimbus subsystem, a Zookeeper subsystem, and a Supervisor subsystem. Each logical DAG is scheduled to an appropriate
Supervisor subsystem by the Nimbus subsystem. Any specific
scheduling strategy can be achieved through the implementation
of the IScheduler interface, and the configurations in Storm.yaml
(the configuration file of Storm platform) can be customized to
specify which scheduling strategy is employed. A monitor module
is added to the Supervisor subsystem and the Nimbus subsystem.
All monitoring data is stored in the database and used for online
scheduling and rescheduling.

The state of a vertex for a logical DAG can be stateless or
stateful [27] in distributed stream computing systems.
For a stateless vertex vk , all the input data streams ISvk =
{dt1 , dt2 , . . .} of vk are processed by vk independently. Each output data tuple is only related to the corresponding input data
tuple, but to other input data tuples. That is odti = fvk (vk , dti ),
where odti , fvk , and dti are the ith output data tuple, the function
of vk , and the ith input data tuple, respectively. The number of
output data tuple is not always equal to the number of input
data tuple.∀dti , dtj ∈ ISvk , i ̸ = j, if ∃odti , odtj ∈ OSvk ,1 , i ̸ =
j, then ∃odti , odtj ∈ OSvk ,2 , and processing results of different ordered input data tuples will be the same. As shown in
Fig. 11, the order of{dti and dtj is interchangeable,
but the re}
sult
{ sets OSvk ,1 = odt1 ,}. . . , odti , . . . , odtj · · · and OSvk ,2 =
odt1 , . . . , odtj , . . . , odti · · · are identical. As well, the order of
odti and odtj is interchangeable.
In a distributed stream computing system, stateless vertices
can be adjusted online (such as the number of vertex instances,
the scheduling of vertex instances) at any time, regardless of their
historical status.
For a stateful vertex vt , all those input data tuples ISvt =
{dt1 , dt2 , . . .} of vt are processed by vt sequentially. Each output
data tuple is not only related to the corresponding input data
tuple, but also related to other input data tuples that have been
processed. It can be described as odti = fvt (vt , dti , . . . , dtl , . . .),
where odti , fvt , dti , and · · · , dtl , . . . are the ith output data tuple,
the function of vt , the ith input data tuple, and other input
data tuples of vt , respectively. Different input data tuples or
different ordered input data tuples would result in different
processing results. As shown in Fig. 12, in a vertex vsum with a
function of calculating the sum of the data tuples in the least
sliding window, the results of output data tuple set OSvsum ,1 =
{odt1 , . . . , odtk′ , . . .} and OSvsum ,2 = {odt1′ , . . . , odtk′ , . . .} are
independent of each other.
In a distributed stream computing system, it is required to
consider the historical status when a stateful vertex is to be
adjusted online. For example, to reschedule a stateful vertex vt
from computing node cna to computing node cnb , the historical
status of vt is to be synchronized from cna to cnb . Adjusting stateful nodes is costlier and more complex than adjusting stateless
nodes. The historical status of vt is also stored in the sliding
window belonging to vt .
C. Vertex parallelization
Parallelism degree [9,28] pdvi ,ti of vertex vi at ti is determined
by the function of vertex, the available resource of computing
node, and the input rate of data tuples for the vertex at time t.
All pdvi instances of vertex vi run on pdvi computing nodes at the
same time.
For an instance DAG, the parallelism degree of each vertex in
the instance DAG should meet the following constraints (22).
pdvi : pdvj : · · · pdve =

Tvi
Ccnvi

:

Tvj
Ccnvj

:···

Tve
Ccnve

,

(22)

where vi , vj , . . . , vi ∈ V (DAG). Tvi , Tvj , . . . , Tve are the average time to process each data tuple of vi , vj , . . . , vi , respectively. Ccnvi , Ccnvj , . . . , Ccnve are the average CPU consumption to
process each data tuple of vi , vj , . . . , vi on computing nodes
cnvi , cnvj , . . . , cnve , respectively.
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Fig. 11. Stateless vertex semantic.

Fig. 12. Stateful vertex semantic.

In the scheduling state, the input rate of data tuples for a
vertex is directly determined by the input rate of source data
stream. The input rate change ∆irs of source data stream at a
different time can be described by (23).

∆irs = irs,ti − irs,tj ,

(23)

where irs,ti and irs,tj are the input rate of source data stream at
time ti , and tj , respectively, and ti > tj .
If ∆irs > 0 and ∆irs > α · irs,ti , α ∈ [0, 1], then the parallelism
degree pdvi ,ti of vertex vi at ti needs to be increased according to
(24).
pdvi ,tj = (1 + α) · pdvi ,ti

(24)

where α is the adjustment parameter, which can be set according
to the system needs.
If ∆irs < 0 and ∆irs < α · irs,ti , then the parallelism degree
pdvi ,ti of vertex vi at ti needs to be decreased according to (25).
pdvi ,tj = (1 − α) · pdvi ,ti

(25)

When an instance DAG is submitted to the data center, parallelism degree pdvs ,ts of sources vertex vs at the submission time
ts is set to k · pdvs ,ts , k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, where k can be calculated
by (26), and pdvs ,ts = k · pdvs ,ts . The parallelism degree of other
vertices at submission time ts can be determined according to the
constraints in (22).

⎥⎞
⎛ ⎢ n
⎢∑
( )⎥
⎢
num ccni ⎥
⎜ ⎢
⎥⎟
⎜ ⎢ i=0
⎥⎟
⎜
⎢
⎥⎟ ,
k = max ⎜1, ⎢
∑
⎥⎟
pdvj ⎦⎠
⎝ ⎣
vj ∈set (DAG)

Fig. 13. Stateless vertex parallelization.

(26)

(

)

where num ccni is the number of CUP resources available on the
ith computing node cni .
For a stateless vertex vk , all the task instances of vk process
data tuples independently, as shown in Fig. 13. The state of each
instance does not need to be shared among the siblings.
However, for stateful vertex vt , all the task instances of vt
process data tuples dependently [29], as shown in Fig. 14. In order
to get global and dependency information of a data stream over
a period of time, the state of each instance belonging to the same
stateful vertex vt needs to be summarized. In this scenario, a new
vertex vt ′ for summarizing those states of all instances ofvt also
needs to be created.

D. Initial DAG scheduling with runtime-awareness

In the initial DAG scheduling phase, a modified first-fit [30]
based runtime-aware data tuple scheduling strategy (FFRA) is
proposed, which is described in Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 14. Stateful vertex parallelization.

Fig. 15. Main stages of initial DAG scheduling with data tuple runtimeawareness.

consists of vs , vi , vj , and ve , which is submitted to the data center.
The state and parallelism degree of each vertex in the logical DAG
is analyzed and determined. For vj , two instances are created,
which are vj,1 and vj,2 . For other vertices, only one instance is
created. At stage 2, a data tuple dt1 is to be processed by the
The Input of this algorithm includes an application logical
DAG, a data tuple dtk in a data stream, and a matrix Cvn×m that
denotes the current available capacity of the computing nodes
in the data center. The output is the modified First-Fit based
Runtime-Aware data tuple scheduling. Step 6–step 11 determine
the state of each vertex in the logical DAG, and create a new
vertex for sharing the states of all instances of the stateful vertex.
Step 12–step 14 determine the parallelism degree of each vertex.
Step 18–step 29 schedule the instance DAG to the data center
based on the modified first-fit based runtime-aware data tuple
scheduling strategy.
The main stage of the initial DAG scheduling with data tuple
runtime-awareness is shown in Fig. 15. At stage 1, a logical DAG

instantiated instance DAG. At stage 3, the in-degree of vs is 0,
so vs is scheduled to a computing node. Data tuple dt1 is being
processed by vs . At stage 4, two new data tuples dt2 and dt3 are
created by vs , and sent to vi and vj,2 , respectively. As usual, if a
vertex has more than one instances, only one instance is selected
to process the data tuple at one time. In order to schedule the
successor vertex of vs , the in-degree of vi , vj,1 , and vj,2 are updated
(changing from the solid line to the dotted line), as shown at stage
5. At stage 6, a new data tuple dt5 is created by ve , and all vertices
of the instance DAG are scheduled to the compute nodes properly.
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E. Online DAG rescheduling with runtime-awareness
If the response time is higher or the throughput is lower
than the users’ expectation, some vertices of the running instance DAG need to be rescheduled online to improve the system
performance.
In the online DAG rescheduling phase, a maximum latencysensitive [31] based runtime-aware data stream scheduling strategy (MSRA) is employed, which is described in Algorithm 2.
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Table 1
Hardware configuration of the cluster.
Computing
node

CPU

Memory

Bandwidth

Storm Nimbus,
Storm UI

Intel core (TM)
i7-4790,
3.6 GHz, 6-core
Intel core (TM)
i7-4790,
3.6 GHz, 6-core
Intel core (TM)
i5-8400,
2.8 GHz, 6-core
Intel core (TM)
i5-8400,
2.8 GHz, 6-core
Intel core (TM)
i3-8100,
3.6 GHz, 4-core
Intel core (TM)
i3-8100,
3.6 GHz, 4-core

8GB DDR4
3000 MHz

1 Gbps

4GB DDR3
1600 MHz

1 Gbps

4GB DDR3
1600 MHz

1 Gbps

4GB DDR3
1600 MHz

1 Gbps

2GB DDR3
1600 MHz

1 Gbps

2GB DDR3
1600 MHz

1 Gbps

Zookeeper
1∼3
Supervisor
1∼8
Supervisor
9∼16
Supervisor
17∼24
Supervisor
24∼32

Table 2
Software configuration of the Sra-Stream platform.
Software

Version

OS
Storm
JDK
Zookeeper
Python
Zeromq

CentOS 6.3 64 bit
Apache-storm-1.0.2
Jdk1.7 64 bit
Zookeeper-3.4.6
Python 2.7.2
Zeromq-2.1.7

of its location in an instance DAG. This greatly reduces the system
decision-making time and therefore guarantees the performance.
In most cases, the rescheduled vertex is the best choice, however,
it is possible that a ‘‘wrong’’ vertex is selected. In the latter case,
such ‘‘mistake’’ is temporary. In the long run, the chosen vertex
is still able to contribute to performance improvement. It makes
this algorithm simple and efficient.
6. Performance evaluation
This section evaluates the performance of the proposed SraStream in a distributed computing environment. We firstly discuss the experimental environment and its parameter settings,
then provide a detailed analysis of performance evaluation results.
A. Experimental environment and parameter setup

The input of this algorithm includes the scheduling state of
online instance DAGs, the current available capacity matrix Cvn×m
of computing nodes in the data center, and the input rate of a
data stream. The output is the maximum latency-sensitive based
runtime-aware data stream scheduling. Step 7–step 23 monitor
the real-time arrival rate of a data stream and the makespan
of each online instance DAG, and reschedule all those instance
DAGs by the maximum latency-sensitive based runtime-aware
data stream scheduling strategy.
In this algorithm, all the online instance DAGs are rescheduled
as a whole. For a vertex, its runtime latency is considered instead

The proposed Sra-Stream system is developed as an extension
on Storm 1.0.2 [18] [32], and installed on top of CentOS 6.3. Extensive experiments have been conducted on a computing cluster
located at computer architecture laboratory in China University of
Geosciences, Beijing. The cluster consists of 36 machines, with 1
designated machine serving as the master node, running Storm
Nimbus, 3 designated as Zookeeper node, and the rest 32 machines working as Supervisor nodes. The hardware configuration
of the cluster is shown in Table 1.
The software configuration of Sra-Stream platform is shown in
Table 2.
We submit three types of logical DAGs — TOP_N, WordCount,
and real-time user portrait to the computing cluster. The logic
graph of TOP_N is shown in Fig. 2. The logic graph of WordCount
is shown in Fig. 16, where the function of vertex vr is a word
reader, the function of vertex vn is a word normalizer, and the
function of vertex vc is a word counter. The logic graph of realtime user portrait is shown in Fig. 17, where the function of each
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Fig. 16. Logical graph of WordCount in Sra-Stream.

Fig. 18. System response time with data rates 1000 tuples/s.

Fig. 17. Logical graph of real-time user portrait in Sra-Stream.
Table 3
Function of each vertex in logic graph of real-time user
portrait.
Vertex

Function

vr
vs
vf g
vf a
vf o
vu

Reader of search keyword
Word segmentation
Feature extraction of user’s gender
Feature extraction of user’s age
Feature extraction of user’s occupation
Construction of user portraits

vertex is shown in Table 3. The number of instance DAGs for each
type is initialized to 10. The size of sliding window for spout
vertices is set to 10,000 tuples and for bolt vertices it is set to
5000 tuples.
There are two types of data sets. The first type is text data collected from a book, so its input rate can be effectively controlled
to observe the system response time, system throughput, and CPU
utilization under different testing scenarios. Another type is the
result of a real-time keyword searching on a social networking
site, where the time span of the search is set to 24 h, and each
data tuple is organized in chronological order. The first data set is
used for TOP_N and WordCount and the second data set is used
for the application of real-time user portrait.
B. Performance results
The experimental setting contains three evaluation parameters: system response time RT, system throughput ST, and average
CPU utilization uav g (CPU ).
(1) Response time. System response time RT or makespan Msys
of an elastic stream computing system is defined by (8), which is
considered to be acceptable by users if it stays at a millisecond
level. On Storm platform, RT can be obtained through the Storm
UI. The shorter the system response time is, the better the realtime performance of the elastic stream computing system would
be.
When the input rate of data is stable, Sra-Stream has a better
system response time as compared to the default scheduling
strategy on Storm platform. As shown in Fig. 18, with the rate
set at 1000 tuples/s, the average response time of Sra-Stream and
that of the default Storm scheduling strategy at the stable stage

Fig. 19. System response time with data rates changing from 1000 tuples/s to
2000 tuples/s at 400.

are gauged at 32 ms and 61 ms, respectively. It is obvious that the
average response time by Sra-Stream is significantly shorter than
that of the default Storm scheduling strategy when the input rate
is stable.
When the input rate of data is fluctuating over time, SraStream has a better system response time as compared to the
default strategy on Storm platform. As shown in Fig. 19, as data
rates change from 1000 tuples/s to 2000 tuples/s at 400 s, that is,
the data rate is 1000 tuples/s in [0, 400] s, and the data rate is
2000 tuples/s in [400, 800] s, the average response time by SraStream is changing from 32 ms to 63 ms, whereas the average
response time by default Storm scheduling strategy is changing
from 61 ms to 253 ms. The average response time by Sra-Stream
is significantly shorter than that of the default Storm scheduling
strategy when the input rate is fluctuating over time.
When we select the real-time keyword searching data set, the
input rate of data is fluctuating over time. Sra-Stream has a better
system response time as compared to the default strategy on
Storm platform. As shown in Fig. 20, at different points in time,
the system response time is fluctuating along with the input rate.
But at every point in time, the response time of Sra-Stream is
shorter than that of Storm platform. The variances of response
time fluctuation are also smaller.
(2) System throughput. System throughput reflects the overall
processing ability for all running instance DAGs, which is evaluated by the number of output tuples per second of per instance
DAG. The greater the system throughput, the stronger the data
processing ability of the stream computing system.
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Fig. 20. System response time of real-time user portrait with a real-world data
stream.

Fig. 21. System throughput with data rates 1000 tuples/s.

When the input rate of data is stable, Sra-Stream has a higher
system throughput as compared to the default strategy on Storm
platform. As shown in Fig. 21, with the rate set at 1000 tuples/s,
the average throughput by Sra-Stream and by default scheduling
Storm strategy at the stable stage are 537 tuples/s and 156
tuples/s, respectively. It is proved that the average throughput by
Sra-Stream is higher than that of the default Storm scheduling
strategy when the input rate is stable.
When the input rate of data is fluctuating over time, SraStream has a better system response time as compared to the
default strategy on Storm platform. As shown in Fig. 22, as the
data rate changes from 1000 tuples/s to 2000 tuples/s at 500,
that is, the data rate is 1000 tuples/s in [0, 500] s, and the data
rate is 2000 tuples/s in [500, 1000] s, the average throughput of
the instance DAGs by Sra-Stream is changing from 537 tuples/s
to 921 tuples/s, whereas the average throughput of the instance
DAGs by default Storm scheduling strategy is changing from 156
tuples/s to 262 tuples/s. The average throughput by Sra-Stream
is significant than that of the default Storm scheduling strategy
when the input rate is fluctuating over time.
Sra-Stream also has a higher system throughput as compared
to the default strategy on Storm platform. As shown in Fig. 23, at
different points in time, the input rate is fluctuating over time, so
the system throughput is also fluctuating. When the input rate
is at a lower level and the system is in a lower load state, the
difference of system throughput between the two strategies is
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Fig. 22. System throughput with data rates changing from 1000 tuples/s to 2000
tuples/s at 500.

Fig. 23. System throughput of real-time user portrait with a real-world data
stream.

not particularly noticeable. When the rate is at a higher level
and the system is in a higher load state, the difference in system
throughput between the two strategies is significant.
(3) Average CPU utilization uav g (CPU ). CPU utilization reflects
the effective use and overhead of the CPU of computing node
during a period of time. The average CPU utilization uav g (CPU )
in [0, t] can be calculated by (27).

uav g (CPU ) =

n
1∑

n

ucni (CPU ) ,

(27)

i=0

where ucni (CPU ) is the average CPU utilization of the ith computing node cni in [0, t].
A good scheduling strategy keeps the uav g (CPU ) at a high level,
and no computing node is experiencing a high CPU load or low
CPU load for a long period of time. In this experiment, we set
δmax(CPU ) = 0.9, and δmax(CPU ) = 0.2.
When the input rate of data is stable, with the increase of
the number of instance DAGs, the average CPU utilization in a
computing cluster also increases. Sra-Stream strategy has a more
efficient CPU utilization as compared to the default strategy on
Storm platform in the same situation. As shown in Fig. 24, when
the rate is set at 1000 tuples/s, and the number of instance DAGs
is at a low level, the average CPU utilization by Sra-Stream strategy is higher than that of the default strategy on Storm platform.
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A. State management for stream computing system

Fig. 24. Average CPU utilization with different numbers of instance DAGs.

Fig. 25. Average CPU utilization of real-time user portrait with a real-world data
stream.

This is because some computing nodes with low CPU load were
shut down. When the number of instance DAGs is at a higher
level, the average CPU utilization by Sra-Stream strategy can be
controlled at a high and efficient level, however, the average CPU
utilization by default strategy on Storm platform is always in an
overload state, and this has directly affected the performance of
the system.
Sra-Stream also has a more efficient CPU utilization as compared to the default strategy on Storm platform. As shown in
Fig. 25, when the input rate is at a higher level and the system
is in an overload state, the average CPU utilization produced by
the default strategy on Storm platform is clocked at 100%, which
causes the system performance to be unstable and degraded.
However, the average CPU utilization produced by Sra-Stream
strategy can be controlled at a reasonable level to ensure the
system performance.

7. Related work
There are three broad categories of related works: (1) state
management for stream computing systems, (2) runtime-aware
scheduling in distributed systems, and (3) application scheduling
on Storm platform.

State management [12–14] plays a key role in stream computing systems as each vertex has different states at different time.
It is fully considered in many popular stream computing systems,
such as, Flink [4] which maintains data states that have been
processed over time on each stateful vertex and provides exactlyonce semantics for the stateful vertex. Samza [5] also manages
snapshotting and restoration of the state of a stateful vertex.
In [17], a mechanism that supports stateful migration of application components is proposed. The stateful migration mechanism achieves the rescheduling of stateful vertices to different
computing nodes, and enables the computing system to change
the topology deployment by preserving the state of stateful vertices at run-time.
In [29], the authors introduced a set of state access patterns
suitable for managing accesses to states in stream computing
systems. Two orthogonal dimensions are used to characterize
the behavior of stateful streaming computations, which are the
nature of the state — divided into partitionable state and nonpartitionable state, and the type of state access — divided into
ordered state access and relaxed state access. The definition,
implementation and performance evaluation of six state access
patterns are given, which include serial state access pattern,
all-or-none state access pattern, fully partitioned state access
pattern, separate task/state function state access pattern, accumulator state access pattern, and successive approximation state
access pattern.
In [33], a scheduler for parallel state machine replication is
proposed, and a novel command handling and dependency tracking mechanism that favors high throughput in parallel state machine replication is present.
In [34], a lightweight state-management abstraction for big
stateful computation is proposed, and a distributed system named
ChronoStream is implemented for elastic stateful stream processing in a multi-tenant environment. The internal states in each
operator are classified into computation state and configuration
state.
In [35], parallel patterns for window-based stateful vertex
are presented. Features of parallel patterns in relation to the
distribution policy are identified. An internal state and the role
of parallel executors in the window management are presented,
and four patterns for window-based stateful vertex are further
described.
To summarize, State management for stream computing system is considered in many works. However, most of them consider the state of a vertex from a qualitative perspective, in
our work, we consider the state of a vertex from a quantitative
perspective.
B. Runtime-aware scheduling in distributed systems
Runtime-aware scheduling in distributed systems is to schedule long-running applications on available computing nodes in
a data center at the same time, while satisfying user’s specified
SLAs constraints. It is difficult to find an optimal schedule for
precedence constraint-based directed acyclic graph at runtime
because the arrival rate of a data stream fluctuates over time, and
the amount of available computing resources also fluctuates over
time.
In [30], a runtime-aware adaptive scheduling mechanism in
stream computing is proposed. The scheduling applies to the task
redistribution to accelerate the processing of the stage operators,
applies to the availability of resources variation, and applies to
the fluctuating data input rates. Stateless vertex is considered in
the runtime-aware scheduling mechanism, but stateful vertex is
not considered.
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The estimate of running time for parallel jobs is an important
factor in scheduling. In [36], a set of running time adjustment
schemes are proposed, which can be directly used in production
environments. A job scheduling strategy with adjusted runtime
estimates on production supercomputers is given.
Lazy scheduling is a runtime scheduler for task-parallel codes.
It does not maintain any additional state to infer system load, and
it does not make irrevocable serialization decisions. In [37], two
alternative approaches of lazy scheduling are proposed. How they
scale on three different multicores platform is also shown.
Many devices have large demands on running real-time applications. In [38], a transition-aware runtime task scheduling
strategy for multicore processors is proposed, and an integer
linear programming model is constructed to find the optimal
solutions for off-line scheduling.
Machine learning approaches are widely used in classification methods for data mining applications. However, the timeconsuming training process greatly limits the efficiency of machine learning approaches. In [39], a runtime data layout scheduling for machine learning data set is proposed to improve the
efficiency of machine learning approaches.
To summarize, the aforementioned solutions provide a valuable insight into the challenges and potential solutions for
runtime-aware scheduling problem in distributed systems. However, in Big Data Era, novel approaches that address the particular
challenges and opportunities of these technologies need to be
developed, and some characteristics specific to big data stream
computing environments need to be considered when developing
online scheduling strategies.
C. Application scheduling on storm platform
The scheduling strategy of instance DAG in Strom plays a
key role in improving system performance. In Storm 1.1.0, there
are four kinds of built-in schedulers, which are namely DefaultScheduler, IsolationScheduler, MultitenantScheduler, and ResourceAwareScheduler. Some work [7,17,23] has been done to
improve the application scheduling strategy on Storm platform.
In [40], a preventive auto-parallelization approach for elastic
stream computing is proposed. The approach relys on a metric
which estimates operator activity in the future. Parallelism degree
of each operator can be increased or decreased according to the
local and global information.
In [41], a slot-aware scheduling strategy for even scheduler
in Storm is designed. The scheduling strategy achieves a finegrained EvenScheduler using the slot-aware sorting queue and
merger factor, and evenly allocates slots for multiple applications
in a load balancing cluster.
In [42], a queue theory approach to the modeling of data
streams is proposed. The optimization problem of application is
defined to minimize the total resources required, and a corresponding algorithm is also proposed to mitigate the complexity
order of the optimization problem of application
In [43], a replication-based state management system is proposed. The system actively manages multiple state backups on
different computing nodes. The prototypes are built on Storm
platform by extending its monitoring and recovery modules.
To summarize, current application scheduling on Storm platform is limited to one or a few aspects. It is obvious that this
problem has been studied extensively over the years, and will
continue to be the focus of research due to its theoretical significance and practical importance. In this paper, however, we also
take account of the scheduling strategy on Strom platform.
Additionally, our past work [25] focused on achieving a fair
scheduling among multiple applications and giving an elastic
online scheduling framework for multiple online applications in
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stream computing systems. Different from the above work, this
work aims at shortening the gap of system throughput and input
data stream. Our primary goal is not fairness but system throughput, considering the vertex state and runtime-aware scheduling for online applications, which maximizes system throughput,
guarantees system response time, and achieves elastic stream
computing.
8. Conclusions and future work
Low system response time and high system throughput are
two critical requirements for a stream computing system. Application scheduling is the key to achieve those goals, which focuses
on how to schedule tasks to computing nodes while satisfying
a set of objective constraints. Application scheduling problem is
also one of the most thought-provoking NP-hard problems. Data
streams arrive in real time, and demands to be processed immediately. An elastic stream computing system is always needed
through the elastic adjustment of computing resources and flexible adjustment of vertex parallelism.
To minimize system response time, maximize system throughput, and effectively use resources, a fundamental requirement is a
state and runtime-aware scheduling for elastic stream computing
systems. It would be able to determine when and how to reschedule running vertices of a instance DAG according to a fluctuating
data stream. To achieve this goal, we first get the state of each
vertex in each instance DAG, obtain a clear picture of the changing
status of data streams and system resources, and then perform
running-aware scheduling for the critical vertices of the instance
DAG. The rescheduling of the critical vertices helps minimize
system response time and maximize system throughput.
Our future work will be focusing on the following directions:
(1) Developing a complete state and runtime-aware scheduling framework based on Sra-Stream as a part of elastic stream
computing services.
(2) Deploying the Sra-Stream in a real big data stream computing environment for production applications.
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